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connectivity for granted, often playing games together, either in real life sitting side by side,
or in a shared virtual space via the Internet.
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However they do it, many kids spend their time connecting with their friends through
social networking, text messaging, and listening to music while they blog and watch videos
on YouTube.
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&PIRHMRKZMVXYEPVIEPMX]ERHVIEPPMJIMWXLIYRMUYIGLEPPIRKISJSYVKIRIVEXMSR%W
a grandparent I am a strong advocate for a balanced digital diet. That’s why I am so
MRXIVIWXIHMR[L]XLI]SYRKIVKIRIVEXMSRW¾SGOXSHMKMXEPQIHMEWYGLEWZMHISKEQIW
That’s why I want to understand what the gaming experience is for them, how it impacts
who they are, and how gaming can be used in education.
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The particular value of this book rests in its consideration of how gaming can be used
in education. It’s been my experience that most teachers are cautiously optimistic about
gaming in their children’s lives. They would like to spend more time investigating gaming
but have so much to do already. They have to plan the best instructional lessons possible,
EXXIRHRYQIVSYWHEMP]QIIXMRKWGSQQYRMGEXI[MXLEHQMRMWXVEXSVWERHTEVIRXWJVIUYIRXP]
and at the same time deliver content to their students in a meaningful, engaging, and
relevant manner. And now we want them to include gaming in the mix.
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But as this book makes clear, doing so will have tremendous payoffs. There are a
number of sources already available that are low-cost or free that appeal to students and
that enhance or integrate well with curricula. The result is that we now have compelling
reasons to use gaming in education. Integrating digital games into meaningful classroom
instruction is a crucial piece of the educational puzzle and offers opportunities to engage
the interests of students accustomed to using them outside of schools. This book does an
excellent job of showing how and why this can happen.
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Similar to the structure of a digital game adventure, this book is separated into levels
instead of chapters. The opening level is “Digital Games as Learning Tools? Game On!” and
MXFIKMRWSYVORS[PIHKIUYIWXF]VIMQEKMRMRKZMHISKEQIW EWSYVGISJIRXIVXEMRQIRX
and youthful angst) into a versatile tool for instruction. The availability of technology
infrastructure in learning institutions and a saturated marketplace of ready-built digital
games provides teachers with the potential for classroom adoption.
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Level 2, “It’s All About the Game and How You Play It,” examines how video games
present information to players using their preferred learning style in a manner consistent
with the way the human brain learns.
Level 3 is split into two sections. “The Need for the 21st Century Fluencies” explores
the rapid changes occurring in the digital generation in a globalized world, and encourages
teachers to incorporate essential critical skills known as the 21st Century Fluencies
MRXSXLIMVXIEGLMRKPIEVRMRKERHEWWIWWQIRXQSHIPW±+EQMRK W-R¾YIRGISR(IZIPSTMRK
WX'IRXYV]*PYIRGMIW²IWXEFPMWLIWXLIWXVSRKGSRRIGXMSRFIX[IIRXLI¾YIRGMIWERH
instructional gaming.
Level 4, “Finding and Evaluating Digital Games for the Classroom,” examines the
various platforms, retail outlets, and resources available to incorporate digital games into

xii
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Now, in contrast, have you ever watched someone playing a video game? Steady
eye contact with little blinking; complete concentration; periods of silence or chatting,
depending on the type of gameplay; body language that simulates actions performed
during gameplay; and the occasional open mouth. Gamers are turned on, tuned in, and
demonstrate an extremely high level of attention and focus. Hirumi (2010) concluded that
there are many reasons for such a high level of attention and focus:
x Goals are clear
x Feedback is received immediately
x There is balance between challenges and skills
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x Action and awareness merge
x Distractions are excluded

Ed

x The possibility of failure is not a worry
x Self-consciousness disappears
x Sense of time is distorted
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x Activity is done for its own sake
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According to research performed using group observation of children ages 5–10 that
examined time-on-task behaviors (Schaaf, 2012), 7 out of 8 trials showed higher time-ontask averages for DGBL (digital game-based learning) groups than non-DGBL groups. This
MWEWMKRM½GERX½RHMRKGSRWMHIVMRKXLEXXLIRSR(+&0I\TIVMIRGIW[IVIVIWIEVGLFEWIH
instructional strategies found in highly effective learning environments such as cooperative
learning, brainstorming, creating multimedia products, and role-playing. The time-on-task
behavior clearly favored DGBL experiences over other instructional strategies that are
used in today’s classrooms (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1°8MQISRXEWOWXYHIRXXEFPISFWIVZEXMSREZIVEKIW MRMRXIVZEPWSJWIGSRHW 
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The Need for the
21st Century Fluencies

A World on the Move

Ed

Today, we face a world on the move. We live in a world that is changing in fundamental
and incomprehensible ways. It’s a world where change has become so accelerated that
we only begin to see the present as it is disappearing into our past.
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We are dealing with change so rapid that it is warping our social lives, transforming
our intellectual horizons, and upending longstanding cultural traditions. It’s outstripping our
GETEGMX]XSGSTIQEOMRKSYVPE[WSYXSJHEXIXVERWJSVQMRKSYVQSVEPWVIWLYJ¾MRKSYV
IGSRSQ]VISVHIVMRKSYVTVMSVMXMIWVIHI½RMRKSYV[SVOTPEGIXIWXMRKSYVGSRWXMXYXMSRW
shifting our concept of reality, and compelling us to sit for longer and longer periods of time
in front of glowing screens. In doing so, it is altering just about every aspect of our lives—the
way we work, the way we play, the way we communicate, and especially the way we learn.
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This is a world that is changing so rapidly that the very nature of change is changing.
We just get comfortable with one way of doing things, and something extraordinarily new
and different comes along. As a result, we can do things and go places today that would
LEZIFIIRYRMQEKMREFPIIZIR½ZIWLSVX]IEVWEKS8LMWGSRXMRYIHEGGIPIVEXMSRRSXSRP]
holds enormous implications for us personally and professionally, but even more so for our
students and for how education must be designed to effectively prepare them for life.

A Different Kind of Student
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As a result of these dramatic and accelerating changes, we not only face a different world
but also a different kind of student. As educators, what we need to understand is that
while on the outside kids today pretty much look the same as we did when we were
growing up, this belies the fact that on the inside—neurologically—the digital generation is
somewhat different from previous generations.
The pervasive exposure to digital technology that kids experience daily is in some
respects wiring and rewiring their brains on an ongoing basis. In particular, it’s enhancing
their visual memory, their visual processing, and their visual learning skills.
According to a recent Viacom Nickelodeon report (PRNewswire, 2013), in the U.S.,
between birth and age six, kids look at one or more screens for an hour and twenty minutes
a day.These measurements don’t even address indirect exposure to screens, which puts the
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Personal Computer (PC) Games
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Game software installed on computers remains one of the most prevalent forms of
games available to students. In many schools today, students and teachers have access
to computer labs or classroom workstations. They elect to install educational games to
accompany other instructional software programs like Microsoft Word and KidPix.
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-RXLIWXLI½VWXGPEWWVSSQGSQTYXIVWSJJIVIHWXYHIRXWIHYGEXMSREPKEQIW
such as 8LI3VIKSR8VEMP, 7MQ'MX] (Figure 4.3), 2YQFIV1YRGLIVW, and ;LIVIMRXLI;SVPH
-W'EVQIR7ERHMIKS# With innovations in computer and gaming technologies, these PC
games are not as popular as in the past. Nonetheless, teachers have an abundance
of game titles they continue to sift through, seeking potential matches to classroom
learning experiences.
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Figure 4.3°7MQ'MX]GSRXMRYIWXSFISRISJXLIQSWXTSTYPEVKEQIWMRWGLSSPWXSHE]-XLSPHWKVIEXTSXIRXMEPJSV
EHHVIWWMRKWSGMEPWXYHMIWSFNIGXMZIWEW[IPPEWXMQIQEREKIQIRXIGSRSQMGWVIWSYVGIQEREKIQIRXERHXEWO
GSQQMXQIRXXSREQIFYXEJI[ -QEKIWSYVGI[[[¾MGOVGSQ)H[EVH8WEM7MQ'MX]MQEKIYWIH[MXLTIVQMWWMSR
SJ)PIGXVSRMG%VXWPRG
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Console Games

Video game consoles like the Nintendo Wii, Microsoft Xbox, and Sony Playstation 3 use
physical media or closed-network access to their video game libraries for game distribution.
Players have numerous options for accessing these games, including physical purchase, digital
purchase through an online catalog, or borrowing games through a video game rental
WIVZMGI8LIFIRI½XWSJYWMRKEGSRWSPIW]WXIQEVIRYQIVSYWTVMQEVMP]HYIXSXLIPEVKIV
budgets allocated to designers during their creation.These games have wonderful storylines,
tremendous graphics, immersive gameplay, and realistic scenario-based challenges. Consumers
are typically more aware of these game titles, due in large part to advertisements they see on
television, the Internet, and social media outlets.
© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013523 • CO3523
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1. /IIT¾I\MFMPMX]MRQMRH8LIWTEGIQE]FIYXMPM^IHJSVHMKMXEPKEQITPE][IFUYIWXW
technology-enriched lessons; interactive whiteboard activities; art (digital and nonHMKMXEP VSPITPE]MRKGSSTIVEXMZIPIEVRMRKEGXMZMXMIWTVSNIGXTVSHYGXSVMRUYMV]
based learning; creative writing (digital and non-digital); and reading (digital and
non-digital). Facilitators, school administrators, and school designers expect a great
deal out of instructional spaces for students. They must be easily adaptable for
transitions from one instructional event to another.
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2. Line of sight. Account for all learners and design a physical space that has clear
lines of sight for students viewing a teacher demonstration (digital and non-digital)
and students observing their peers’ presentations (digital and non-digital), and
conversely, so the teacher can observe student activities.
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3. Power/connectivity considerations. Devices need power no matter how incredible
XLIMVFEXXIV]GETEGMXMIWQMKLXFI8LIVIEVIEPWSGSRWSPIWVIUYMVMRKHIHMGEXIH
TS[IVSXLIVGSVHW[MVIWSVEQSRMXSVXLEXMWHMJ½GYPXXSQSZI*VSQEGPEWWVSSQ
management perspective, tablets, laptops, and other mobile units are easy to use,
since there are storage carts that charge and relay data and updates to the devices.
This option allows teachers to control access to technology materials when a nondigital activity is occurring during a lesson.
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4. Lighting. Lighting must be easy to adjust according to the needs of the moment.
(MWTPE]MRKEZMHISSVWGVIIREXXLIJVSRXSJEGPEWWVSSQVIUYMVIWPIWWPMKLXMRKXS
improve the visibility of the screen and reduces glare from ceiling lights. On the
other hand, when students are reading, playing, or working collaboratively, more
PMKLXMRKMWVIUYMVIH8LIJEGMPMXEXSVQYWXFIEFPIXSIEWMP]HMQSVFVMKLXIRPMKLXMRKEW
needed.
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5. 7YJ½GMIRX[SVOWXEXMSRW Students must have the tools in hand to excel in their
EGEHIQMGTYVWYMXW%PXLSYKLGSQTYXMRKMRMXMEXMZIWQMKLXRSXFI½RERGMEPP]
feasible, every effort must be explored to provide as many devices as possible
in the hands of students. Some districts are exploring Bring Your Own Device
&=3( MRMXMEXMZIWXSGSYRXIVEGXWSQISJXLI½RERGMEPFYVHIR&SXLERH&=3(
computing initiatives have potential academically and logistically.
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6. Space. 8[IRX]½VWX GIRXYV]PIEVRMRKMWEGXMZIFYW]ERHUYMXIHMJJIVIRXJVSQ
traditional models of direct, lecture-based instruction. Learning spaces must
EGGSQQSHEXIRI[PIZIPWSJEGXMZMX];LIXLIV]SY VIHIWMKRMRKVI½XXMRKSV
reorganizing the classroom space, include a meeting area that will handle
presentations, celebrations, gallery walks, and demonstrations away from
workstations. This will create a sharing space to celebrate, debrief, and discuss
what has been explored during learning experiences.
7. Adaptable furniture. *YVRMXYVIWLSYPHRSXFIGSR½RMRKEW]SYRKPIEVRIVWRIIHXS
QSZIERHJIIPYRVIWXVEMRIH+EQIFEWIHPIEVRMRKIRZMVSRQIRXWVIUYMVIZEVMSYW
forms of student interaction, independent work, student pairs, small group
MRXIVEGXMSRWERHPEVKIKVSYTUYIWXMSRMRKHIFVMI½RKEGXMZMXMIW*YVRMXYVIQYWX
FIEFPIXSFIIEWMP]QSZIHERHVIGSR½KYVIHXSQIIXXLIRIIHWSJXLIKEQMRK
environment, as well as to be both age- and function-appropriate.
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National Geographic—Recycle Roundup
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This is a sorting game that teaches young students how to properly sort various materials
for recycling (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9—Recycle Roundup -QEKIWSYVGILXXTOMHWREXMSREPKISKVETLMGGSQOMHW
KEQIWEGXMSRKEQIWVIG]GPIVSYRHYT'SYVXIW]SJ2EXMSREP+ISKVETLMG)HYGEXMSR
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Students organize a recycling program at their school and advertise the
materials others can recycle in a school commercial.
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Assessing Students in Digital Game-Based
Learning Environments
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Digital game-based learning (DGBL) experiences differ from traditional delivery methods of
MRWXVYGXMSR7YQQEXMZIJSVQWSJEWWIWWQIRX XIWXWUYM^^IWERHI\EQMREXMSRW [MPPRSX[SVO
Facilitators must go beyond these traditional methods of assessment because they are only
±SRIWRETWLSXMRXMQI²ERHGSRWIUYIRXP]RSXEGSQTPIXIQIEWYVISJXLIPIEVRMRKTVSGIWW

74

Formative assessment is ideal for digital game-based learning experiences because,
when done properly, it provides “multiple snapshots” throughout the learning process,
RSXNYWXMRXLI½REPWXYHIRXTVSHYGX8LMWX]TISJEWWIWWQIRXVIUYMVIWHMJJIVIRX
methods from those generally practiced in schools. It simultaneously informs instruction
ERHXVERWJSVQWPIEVRMRKFIGEYWIMXMWHSRIJVIUYIRXP]XLVSYKLSYXXLIPIEVRMRK
experience, rather than at the end of a course or training program.

CO3523 • 9781760013523 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Summarizing Main Points
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x New school programs dedicated to digital game development are starting to crop
up around the world.
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x Schools with digital game development programs are preparing students to
thrive in today’s world by promoting Wagner’s Seven 21st Century Survival Skills:
critical thinking and problem solving; collaboration across networks and leading by
MR¾YIRGIHMWTPE]MRKEKMPMX]ERHEHETXEFMPMX]WLS[MRKMRMXMEXMZIERHIRXVITVIRIYVMEPMWQ
demonstrating effective written and oral communication; accessing and analyzing
information; and approaching situations with curiosity and imagination.

Ed

x The digital game development process is a model of unity in an otherwise
segmented curriculum. By encouraging the exploration of math, art, reasoning,
writing, and science, students are able to capture a sense of how to use their
knowledge and talents in a real-world context.
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x To construct a digital game, a designer must practice being an artist, musician, storyteller,
psychologist, programmer, content expert, system thinker, and project manager.
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x The business community recognizes the misalignment of the curriculum taught in
XSHE]´WWGLSSPWERHXLIWOMPPWRIIHIHXS¾SYVMWLMRXLINSFQEVOIX7GLSSPW]WXIQW
ERHFYWMRIWWIWGERHIZIPSTTEVXRIVWLMTWSJQYXYEPFIRI½X8LIWGLSSPWKEMRZEPYEFPI
insight into the needs of the business community, while the businesses provide a
public service and perhaps groom future job applicants.
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x Scratch, Gamestar Mechanic, Multimedia Fusion 2, and GameMaker: Studio are just
a few of the game development programs available. Many of them are free and
include community forums and support.
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x Why are many students attracted to video game design?

90

x Why is a liberal arts education so important in the 21st century?
x ,S[HSWGLSSPWFIRI½XJVSQFYWMRIWWTEVXRIVWLMTW#3RXLI¾MTWMHILS[HS
FYWMRIWWIWFIRI½XJVSQTEVXRIVWLMTW[MXLWGLSSPW#
x What skills do game designers need to demonstrate in the game development
process? How do they connect to Wagner’s Seven 21st Century Survival Skills?

CO3523 • 9781760013523 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Teams
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The student-scientists are working in collaborative teams with alternating roles. The students
QE]VIWIEVGLSVKERMWQWSRIHE][LMPIGSRWXVYGXMRKEPMJIW]WXIQ[IFXLIRI\X)UYMX]
in work is important. This can be achieved through journaling, peer evaluation, and selfIZEPYEXMSR8LIIUYMX]ERHVMKSVSJXLIXIEQ[SVOQYWXFIXMIHMRXSXLIVI[EVHW]WXIQ

Trials

x Level 1: Research
x Level 2: Life system mapping
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x Level 3: (I½RMRKW]WXIQVIPEXMSRWLMTW
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The unit will have levels based on the expected tasks:
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The student-scientists are experiencing a relevant, real-world problem that is being
experienced in multiple locations around the globe. Identifying the problems and creating
TSXIRXMEPWSPYXMSRWEVIJYP½PPMRKXEWOWFYXEHHMRKEWQEPPEQSYRXSJGSQTIXMXMSRXSXLI
teams by rewarding exemplary outcomes (products, teamwork, creativity, solutions) is
highly motivating. A facilitator in this scenario must steer the competition away from team
against team, and encourage the team to compete against itself and challenge itself to go
beyond expectations.

x Level 4: 6ITSVXMRKXLI½RHMRKWXSXLIGPEWWVSSQGSQQYRMX]
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x Level 5: Local environmental action plan
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Tenets
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Time is a factor that all of the science teams (and the facilitator) must consider. This
PIEVRMRKI\TIVMIRGIGER´XKSSRMRHI½RMXIP]8LIIPIQIRXSJXMQIGERFIXMIHMRXSXLI
different levels of the learning experience. It can be synchronized with the instructional
time allotted for the day, or it can be linked to the reward system for effective time
management. As science teams progress through the different levels of the learning
experience, they must construct an understanding on their performance. Did the team
succeed in its level mission? Did the team fall short of expectations? If so, how can this be
addressed before they continue to the next level?
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1. Collaborative teams must work well together (rewards for compliance, penalties for
non-compliance).
2. Competitive teams must be respectful to each other at all times (rewards for
compliance, penalties for non-compliance).
3. All local classroom rules apply to the learning experience (rewards for compliance,
penalties for non-compliance).
4. The level objectives and overall game objectives must be addressed (rewards for
compliance, penalties for non-compliance).
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